HAPPY HOLLOW AUSSIEDOODLES

Sales Agreement and Health Guarantee
Breeder Guarantees this puppy is in good health to the best of her knowledge.
Buyer agrees to take the puppy to a licensed veterinarian within 72 hours of receiving the puppy. INITIAL

O O

Our vet has deemed the puppy in good health and able to travel to a new home. All veterinary fees are the responsibility of
the new owner. INITIAL
Breeders can not guarantee size, color or coat. INITIAL

All puppies must be spayed/neutered at an appropriate age. (10 months to 2 years). INITIAL
Buyer agrees to proper and regular vet care for the puppy. INITIAL
Buyer agrees to proper and regular grooming. INITIAL

Poodles, Aussiedoodles and Aussies all require regular brushing, combing and coat care. Regular brushing
at home and professional grooming is required with these breeds. Don’t forget nail care.
We start basic grooming training before the puppies leave but its up to the new owner to get puppies used to grooming.
INITIAL
Buyer agrees to proper puppy training.

There’s tons of great resources, so before the puppy goes home, research house training, grooming training, crate training
and obedience. INITIAL

Sign up for Baxter and Bella (code: HAPPYHOLLOW) prior to taking your puppy home and receive an
additional $100 off your puppy.
Buyer agrees to notify the breeder if they can no longer keep their puppy no matter age or circumstance. Please give us the
first right to refusal. INITIAL.

Breeder will take the puppy/dog back and rehome after proper evaluation. Breeders may give partial refund
after breeders expenses are met. Dogs over 6 month do not have much of a rehoming fee. The more
training the easier and faster rehoming is.
Puppies come with a 4 year congenital and congenital health guarantee. This guarantee does not cover
anything other than congenital and genetic health issues that will result in adverse health of dog/puppy.
If a genetic or congenital condition is found, the buyer must get a second opinion from a third party licensed veterinarian.
Testing may be required at buyers expense. This guarantee does not include sickness, illness, parasites, etc. It is the buyers
responsibility to keep vet care current and keep records of vaccines, worming and external parasite control. Records of
regular vet care are required or all said guarantees are void. If a congenital or genetic issue arises and puppy/dog is
deemed to have an issue that adversely affects its life, breeder will replace puppy/dog at no additional cost and has one
year to replace puppy. INITIAL
If Buyer wishes to return the dog to the breeder we will gladly take him or her back. Buyer would be responsible for
transportation costs for the new puppy. INITIAL

O O

All puppies have had first vaccines and regular worming however it is the buyers responsibility to continue
vaccines, regular worming and parasite control.
Regular wormings every 2 weeks is generally a good idea until the puppy is 3-4 months old, then use fecals to determine if
worming is needed. Intestinal parasites, giardia and coccidia are very common in puppies and we treat for all before the
puppies leave, but they can reappear due to stress of traveling, a new home or a new environment so make sure you
continue to use good parasite control. INITIAL
Please be careful where you take your puppy until all age appropriate vaccines are completed.Your puppy has had all age
appropriate vaccines. Make sure to carry your puppy to the vet clinic, at stores and avoid community dog areas. INITIAL
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HAPPY HOLLOW AUSSIEDOODLES

Sales Agreement and Health Guarantee (Cont.d)

O O

Please keep your puppy on the same diet as the breeder for at least several months. Changing the food can
cause extreme tummy upset which is the last thing you want for your new puppy. If you decide to change
food after a few months, do it slowly over the span of 3 weeks.
We hope you enjoy your Happy Hollow Aussiedoodles puppy. Please keep us posted on your puppy as
he/she grows.
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